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Advanced Assembly Again Named One of America’s Fastest-Growing
Private Companies by Inc. Magazine
Exclusive Inc. 5000 List Names Advanced Assembly as the Fasting Growing PCB Assembly
Service Provider in the Country
Denver, CO – August 21, 2013 – Advanced Assembly, a leader in SMT assembly services for
printed circuit boards, today announced it has been included in Inc. Magazine’s exclusive list of
the nation's fastest-growing private companies. The list provides a comprehensive look at the
most important segment of the economy—America’s independent-minded entrepreneurs.
Advanced Assembly’s three year growth rate of 141% makes it the country’s fastest growing
pcb assembly service provider. The company’s success also places it among the top 100
fastest growing companies in Colorado.
"It is an honor for Advanced Assembly to again be recognized as one of the country’s fastest
growing and remarkable U.S. companies,” said Kevin Ryan, president of Advanced Assembly.
“Our inclusion in this impressive list is a direct result of the dedication, hard work and focus on
customer satisfaction that our employees exhibit every day. As our company continues to grow,
we look forward to helping even more engineers experience the ease and convenience of
machine-placed, quick-turn pcb assembly.”
In a stagnant economic environment, median growth rate of the 2013 Inc. 5000 companies is an
inspiring 142 percent. The companies on this year’s list report having created over 520,000 jobs
in the past three years, and aggregate revenue among the honorees reached $241 billion.
"Not all the companies in the Inc. 500 | 5000 are in glamorous industries, but in their fields they
are as famous as household name companies simply by virtue of being great at what they do.
They are the hidden champions of job growth and innovation, the real muscle of the American
economy,” says Inc. Editor Eric Schurenberg.
Additional information on Advanced Assembly’s unique, quick turn pcb assembly services can
be found at www.aapcb.com.
About Inc.
Founded in 1979 and acquired in 2005 by Mansueto Ventures, Inc. is the only major brand
dedicated exclusively to owners and managers of growing private companies, with the aim to
deliver real solutions for today’s innovative company builders. Total monthly audience reach for
the brand has grown significantly from 2,000,000 in 2010 to over 6,000,000 today. For more
information, visit www.inc.com.
About Advanced Assembly
Advanced Assembly is an Aurora, Colorado company specializing in quick-turn, SMT assembly
for design engineers needing low volume or prototype printed circuit board assembly. With
customers like Motorola, AT&T and Intel, and close supplier relationships with Digi-Key, Mouser

and Arrow, Advanced Assembly is quickly becoming the industry leader for prototype printed
circuit board assembly. For more information visit http://www.aapcb.com or call 1-800-838-5650.
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